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Chief
of
the
Naval
Staff,Admiral
M
ZakaullahNI(M), during his visit of USA in
September 2016 interacted with US authorities and
underlined the need for enhancing global efforts to
effectively confront the common challenges and
threatswithin the maritime domain. During his
course of visit, CNS also highlighted Pakistan’s
commitment and performance in ﬁght against
terrorism, including participation in Coalition
Maritime Campaign Plan (CMCP) and Counter
Piracy Operations. He attended International Sea
power Symposium 2016 where he addressed the
participants on the topic of collaborative maritime
security with focus on anti-piracy.
V/Admiral (Rtd) K G HussainHI(M)
Iranian Naval Ships Arrive In Karachi
Source: The News
27th September 2016

ISLAMABAD: Iranian Naval Ships LAVAN, KONARAK,
FALAKHEN and KHANJAR Tuesday arrived in Karachi on
a three-day port visit. The ships were received by ofﬁcials
of Pakistan Navy and Iranian diplomats, said a Pakistan
Navy press release issued here.During the visit, the ofﬁcers
and men of Iranian Navy ships will have professional
discussions and interactions with their counterparts in
Pakistan Navy on subjects of mutual interest.Moreover,
operational training activities, exchange of visits by naval
personnel and sports activities are also planned. After stay
at Karachi, a Passage Exercise (PASSEX) will be conducted
at sea to improve interoperability between the two
navies.In line with the government policies, the current
visit will help promote peace and security in the region and
enhance maritime collaboration between the two countries.
FAC Missile Inducted Into Pak Navy To Secure
CPEC
Source: The News
18thSeptember 2016

KARACHI: Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad
Zakaullah has said that the signiﬁcance of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor(CPEC) for enhancing the regional trade
from Gwadar Port is undeniable.Addressing the launching
ceremony of the 3rd Fast Attack Craft (Missile) on
Saturday, he said, “Providing a safe and secure maritime
environment is pivotal to the success of CPEC and that
Pakistan Navy is fully committed to this onerous task and a
number of steps have been taken towards this end.”

The third of the FAC(M) and MPVs once fully operational
will contribute signiﬁcantly towards ensuring maritime
security in the area, he added. Launching ceremony of third
Fast Attack Craft (Missile) FAC(M) being built for Pakistan
Navy and keel laying of 600 tons Maritime Patrol Vessel
(MPV) being built for the Pakistan Maritime Security
Agency (PMSA) was held at the Karachi Shipyard &
Engineering works (KS&EW).Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah graced the occasion as the
chief guest. The naval chief highly appreciated the
simultaneous launching of third FAC(M) and Keel Laying
of 600 tons MPV and said that the accomplishment of
these diverse milestones was indeed a loud manifestation
of the indigenisation policy of the government, especially
attaining self-reliance in defence capabilities.He
acknowledged that presently three vessels were being
constructed at the KS&EW with the technical collaboration
of Pakistan’s time-tested friend China.While highlighting
Pakistan’s geostrategic importance, Admiral Zakaullah
emphasised that induction of these vessels would not only
enhance the operational capability of Pakistan Navy and
PMSA but also go a long way in ensuring maritime peace
and stability in the region.The naval chief underlined that
accomplishment of CPEC will be a game changer with
economic dividends not only for China and Pakistan but
also for the entire region.
Pakistan Navy Capable Of Thwarting Seaward
Aggression
Source: Pakistan Observer
23rd September 2016

Karachi—Vice Chief of the Naval Staff Vice Admiral Khan
Hasham Bin Saddique says the Pakistan Navy is resolved
and committed to ensuring seaward defence of the
country.He reiterated the Pakistan Navy is fully geared up
to provide security to CPEC project and respond to any
nefarious intention by our adversary.The Admiral made
these observations during his visit to coastal areas of
Turbat, Makran, Jiwani and Ormara to witness the
operational readiness of PN Units exercising in the
area.During his visit, the Admiral was briefed regarding the
operational readiness of the troops and associated security
aspects at Gwadar port particularly with respect to CPEC
project to thwart any conventional or asymmetric
threats.While talking to the ofﬁcers and men, Vice Admiral
Khan Hasham Bin Saddique HI(M) lauded their hard work,
devotion and high morale in carrying out the onerous task
of defending the maritime frontiers of the country. He
expressed satisfaction on operational preparedness of PN
in area of responsibility.AFP adds: India’s navy was put on
high alert on Thursday in the city of Mumbai, an ofﬁcial
said, after reports that four men dressed in black and
carrying weapons were seen near a base.Security has been
strengthened at several naval facilities along the coast in
and around India’s ﬁnancial capital, while ofﬁcials
investigate the reports.“The navy is at a high state of alert
in Mumbai and adjoining areas after receiving inputs

regarding suspicious activity reported by school children,”
Navy spokesperson Captain DK Sharma told AFP.
Sharma did not reveal the nature of the activity, but local
media reported that the children had seen gunmen, their
faces covered, near a naval facility at Uran, about 50
kilometres from Mumbai.“We are taking utmost care and
precautions,” Mumbai police spokesperson Ashok Dudhe
also told AFP.
Pak Navy’s Pivotal Role In CPEC
Source: Pakistan Observer
19th September 2016

IN yet another milestone in defence and strategic
cooperation between Pakistan and China, the third Azmatclass fast attack craft built at Karachi Shipyard and
Engineering Works (KS&EW) was inducted into Pakistan
Navy ﬂeet on Saturday. Speaking on the occasion, the Chief
of Naval Staff Admiral Zakaullah said that induction of new
vessels would enhance operational capability of Pakistan
Navy to protect the country’s maritime zones.
Signiﬁcance of China-Pakistan close collaboration in
maritime sector projects has now assumed greater
signiﬁcance with Gwadar port- the opening point of multi
billion dollars CPEC project- all set to become fully
operational soon for sea trade which in fact would serve as
a corridor for trade worth billions of dollars to and from its
docks. However, there are always intrinsic challenges to
any project of such proportion both onshore and at sea
which needs to be guarded against. Cognizant of these
challenges, Pakistan Army has raised a special security
division while Pakistan Navy and Pakistan Maritime
Security Agency (PMSA) have also established a
mechanism for ensuring security of waters around Gwadar.
But the unprecedented increase in maritime activity and
contemporary threats/ challenges in maritime areas
warrant further enhancement in capability of PN and
PMSA not only to counter threats against traditional
challenges but also asymmetric threats particularly those
being sponsored and perpetrated by our traditional
enemies. If we really want to accrue maximum beneﬁt of
the strategic location of deep-sea port, immediate
development of Pakistan Navy for effective seaward
defence is a must in order to provide safe corridor to
national and international trade plying off our coast. A
navy that would be instrumental in translating the strategic
location of our country into meaningful effects and
promoting the national cause, and we are sure the
concerned quarters would take all requisite steps to
enhancePN capacity to ensure safe sea lanes.
Pakistan’s Naval Chief For Enhancing Global
Efforts To Confront Maritime Challenges
Source: Dispatch News Desk
28thSeptember 2016

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan: Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral
Muhammad Zakaullah, who is currently on an ofﬁcial visit
to the United States, interacted with US authorities and
underlined the need for enhancing global efforts to
effectively confront the common challenges and threats

within the maritime domain.The Naval Chief interacted
with US Secretary of Navy Ray Maybus, US CNO and other
naval ofﬁcials, Special Envoy/Representative for
Afghanistan and Pakistan Ambassador Richard G Olsen
and few important Senators, said a press release issued
here Wednesday.During his course of interaction, the
Naval Chief discussed professional matters of mutual
interest.Admiral Zakaullah reiterated the need for
enhancing global efforts to effectively and efﬁciently
confront the common challenges and threats within the
maritime domain.The Naval Chief also highlighted
Pakistan’s commitment and performance in ﬁght against
terrorism, including participation in Coalition Maritime
Campaign Plan (CMCP) and Counter Piracy Operations.
The dignitaries highly appreciated Pakistan Navy’s role in
maintaining peace and order in the region as well as
professional competence displayed by the Pakistan Navy
during Commands of Combined Task Forces 150 & 151.
During the visit, the Naval Chief attended International Sea
power Symposium 2016 where he addressed the
participants on the topic of collaborative maritime security
with focus on anti piracy.He also met with US Defence
dignitaries besides calling on various Naval Chiefs who
participated in the Symposium.Chiefs of the world’s
maritime forces attended the Sea Power Symposium with a
view to ﬁnd solutions to areas of common interest
including increasing capacity to ensure maritime security,
improving the ability to survey Exclusive Economic Zones
(EEZ), and participating in regional security initiatives.It is
expected that the recent visit of the Naval Chief will
enhance and expand collaboration between the
international navies in general and regional navies in
particular.
CPEC Important For Economic Stability of the
Country: CM Sindh
Source: Radio Pakistan
29TH September 2016

The Vice Admiral of Pakistan Navy SohailMasood called on
Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah in Karachi today
and discussed matters of mutual interest.On this occasion,
Chief Minister said that China Pakistan Economic Corridor
is very important for the economic stability of the country.
Murad Ali Shah said that his government is keenly
interested in development of tourism and the coastal areas.
SEPA tells Port Qasim Authority to halt
unregulated coal handling and storage operations
Source: The News
23rd September 2016

Currently being carried out through a highly unregulated
system, the Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (Sepa)
asked the Port Qasim Authority (PQA) to suspend all coal
handling and storage operations of the coal transhipment
project proposed under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), at the port.SEPA Director General Naeem
Ahmed Mughal while addressing a public hearing, on
Thursday, termed the activity illegal and a serious cause of
environmental degradation. “Stop all activities being

carried out without any environmental assessment with
immediate effect,” he asserted.
The hearing was held on an environmental impact
assessment report submitted to SEPA with respect to the
proposed coal transhipment project – a coal speciﬁc jetty being built at berths three and four of the port.
The shipped coal would be sent, through railways, to the
2x660 MWs coal-ﬁred power plants at Sahiwal. Concerned
industrialists, businessmen, environmentalists, and social
activists who attended the hearing expressed serious
reservations over the plan to build a new coal handling
facility at the port amid a number of coal-based projects
already being built in the port area.The participants
expressed concern over the existing import and industrial
operations related to oil, food, pharmaceutical, automotive
and other industries at Port Qasim getting adversely
affected by degradation of the port’s environment due to
bulk import, storage, and shipment of coal.Members of the
Bin Qasim Association of Trade and Industry (BQATI)
dismissed the need to build a new jetty to handle imported
coal in huge quantity - up to 8 million tonnes - when an
idle jetty of the Pakistan Steel Mills was present in the
same area.Previously being told to stop these activities at
the Karachi Port Trust by Sepa and the judiciary, local coal
importers and handlers were now making use of the Port
Qasim, Mughal observed.The Sepa chief said he had in a
recent visit to Port Qasim personally seen the unregulated
activities being carried out with impunity.The PQA was
asked to conduct a cumulative EIA of the entire port, its
surrounding areas to determine the level of change in
environment and ecology of the port, industrial, and
coastal areas in view of the various coal-based projects
being simultaneously run at Port Qasim, by the Sepa chief.
The participants were assured by Mughal that all
environmental laws and regulations would be duly
implemented along with their provisions, whereas
penalties for violation of laws would also be imposed.
Sindh Unhappy Over Centre’s Proposed Deep Sea
Fishing Policy
Source: The News
21stSeptember 2016

The Sindh chief minister said on Tuesday that after the
enforcement of 18th Constitutional Amendment, the
ﬁsheries sector exclusively fell into the domain of the
provincial government and therefore only it could issue
ﬁshing licences and regulate operations carried out at its
harbours and seashore.
The federal government has prepared a draft of deep sea
ﬁshing policy for the issuance of 50 licences for tuna long
liners, squid jigger, mesopelagic ﬁshing to foreign ﬂagged
vessels and 6000 licenses to local ﬁshing vessels.
The chief minister quoting recently completed stock
assessments by the FAO said it indicated that all of
Pakistan’s exploited resources were signiﬁcantly to severely
over-ﬁshed. He added that the ﬁsh stock was below
economically optimal level and many were depleted to

dangerous extent.The stock assessment indicated a need to
reduce ﬁshing effort by 50 percent to build most stock.
He said when the resources were depleted why the federal
government was insisting to issue new licenses.
Malkani said the federal government under the 18th
amendment accepting the right of provincial government
on ﬁshing operation had abolished ministry of agriculture
and ﬁsheries and now through food security ministry the
federal government was trying to revive the ﬁsheries
ministry.
CPEC: A Source Of Regional Integration Not
Conﬂict
Source: Daily Times
20thSeptember 2016

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is the new
eye-catching economic project for the region. According to
experts, this project has the ability to alter the overall geopolitical and economic fate of the region. South Asia, more
speciﬁcally the subcontinent, has always remained a vital
source of economic growth for foreign nations. The
historical evidence is more than clear in this regard. From
the East India Company to French invaders, every foreign
nation had tried its level best to extract the best from the
subcontinent, in form of natural resources or cheap labour
force.Since independence in 1947, both Pakistan and India
engaged themselves into a long-lasting conﬂict over
Kashmir. This conﬂict not only changed the regional
hierarchy, it also affects the socioeconomic prosperity of
the people. Due to this conﬂict three wars have been fought
between the two neighbouring nations, and it seems that
the era of proxy wars and forces would never end in the
region.
In these circumstances the foundations of CPEC has been
laid down. It seems that the amount of investment involved
in CPEC is more than enough to alter the economic fate of
Pakistan. This implies that the hegemonic role of India in
the subcontinent or Asia is on stake. The two major players
involved in the project can affect the Indian supremacy; the
overall regional balance may also shift from one side to
another if Russia also gets involved in the project. These
are the concerns of many Indian economic and political
analysts. These concerns also raise some serious questions
about the role of CPEC in promoting regional integration.
In this situation, CPEC’s effectiveness as an economic
project is also on stake.The road project is the most
essential part of CPEC. Two roads are expected to be built
on the eastern and western front in Pakistan for easy access
to the Gwadar and Karachi ports. This means that in the
future most of the Chinese trade from the northern side
will take place from Gwadar. This will automatically raise
the importance of Gwadar, not only as a city but also as a
port. The Chinese access to Gwdar port will also give
opportunities to the Chinese naval force to extend its
covering area in corporation with Pakistan. Till now China
and the USA have been involved in conﬂict over the water
territory. This further explains the reason behind the
concerns of the Indian and American establishments over
CPEC.The direct or indirect involvement of all these major
players in CPEC is quite enough to understand the

importance of the project. Regional integration is more
than necessary for the people of the subcontinent, and also
of Asia. According to World Bank’s last report in 2015, Asia
is world’s most populated continent, and the population of
this continent is growing very rapidly. This implies that in
the coming few years the region will require more
economic growth and prosperity to counter the population
boom. The role of China is very vital in this regard.
China’s hegemonic role in the region is not debatable.
Although India and China are playing against each other to
clinch the top position, but both of these nations are also
enhancing business co-operation. So China must ensure
India that CPEC is not against any nation; it is a project for
the overall social and economic wellbeing of the region.
Regional or territorial sovereignty of any speciﬁc nation
would not be affected through CPEC.The geopolitics of the
subcontinent suggests that this kind of thing would never
happen. The war over hegemony would go on. In this
situation, it is vital for both China and Pakistan to extend
co-operation at the world level to identify regional
advantages of CPEC. And its importance should also be
explained to the world.
Till now, CPEC’s fate lies in the hand of China and
Pakistan. It is vital for both the nations to work together to
re-identify the economic image of CPEC to the world. This
project must not become a reason of any new proxy war.
The region has seen many proxy wars and is still bearing
the consequences. Regional integration is vital for
prosperous and strong South and Central Asia. More
importantly, government of Pakistan, especially ministry of
foreign affairs, should present the case on an international
level. The project would not completely resolve the
economic problems of Pakistan, but it is expected that it
would provide that necessary economic ignition that we
have been looking for many years.
Industrialists Concerned By Coal Transhipment
Project At Port Qasim
Source: The Express Tribune
23rdSeptember 2016

KARACHI: Concerned by development coming at the cost
of potentially massive environmental damage, the Bin
Qasim Association of Trade and Industry (BQATI) urged
the Sindh Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) to
address the concerns of hundreds of industries located in
the Port Qasim Industrial Area before giving the go-ahead
to the coal transhipment project.
The coal jetty, which envisages transporting thousands of
tons of coal from Port Qasim to the coal-ﬁred power plant
in Sahiwal, is surrounded by hundreds of industries
including pharmaceutical, edible oil, food and a water
ﬁltration plant among others. The project has recently
come under the scanner with a public hearing held
Thursday to bring stakeholders together and address issues
as it moves forward.Concerns hovered around the
environmental impact it may have on surrounding
industries.However, given the importance of the project –
which is part of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor – in

meeting the country’s energy needs, industrialists are
urging the government to ﬁnd a “middle ground”.
The hearing was attended by a large number of people
including
representatives
from
non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), businesses, environmentalists and
social activists.The Sahiwal project needs 12,000 tons of
coal a day to meet its energy requirements.
Environmentalists, however, were of the view that while
the world moves away from coal, Pakistan – despite
attending the Paris climate summit – is making its way
towards the fuel. They said that the project should not be
implemented
unless
authorities
ensure
proper
implementation of environmental laws during and after the
construction of the project.
Idle Jetty Of PSM Ideal For Handling Coal Cargo
Source: Pakistan Today
24th September 2016

The idle jetty of Pakistan Steel Mills (PSM) is ideal for
handling coal cargo, suggested participants of the public
hearing on Thursday.The corporate sector and citizens
have shown their serious reservations over environmental
issues that could possibly be increased due to the use of
Port Qasim for transportation of coal to be imported from
South Africa at port Qasim for Sahiwal power project under
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) master
plan.
During a public hearing conducted by Sindh
Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA), citizens have
urged the government to mitigate the environmental,
technical and social implications of coal transshipment
project and bound it under the environmental protection
law before allowing it dumping up to 8 million tons of coal
to be imported at berth 3 and 4 of Port Qasim.
The public meeting was called by SEPA to discuss the
impact and aspects of coal transhipment project in view of
proper trafﬁc management, health and safety of labourers,
air, noise, and water pollutions before giving ofﬁcial
approval to the said project.
The concerned members of Bin Qasim Association of Trade
and Industry (BQATI) who attended the hearing said that
there was no need to build a new jetty to handle imported
coal in huge quantity, when a jetty of Pakistan Steel Mills
was presently idle in the same area.
LNG Terminal: Sub-Committee On Climate Change
Seeks Report
Source: The Express Tribune
28th September 2016

ISLAMABAD:The sub-committee of the Senate Standing
Committee on climate change on Tuesday sought a report
on construction of the liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) terminal
in the Bundle Island Karachi, which could pollute the sea
water and pose threat to defence installations.
The committee meeting, chaired by SaminaAbid, directed
the Ministry of Climate Change to hold inter-ministerial

consultations with the ministries of Defence, Petroleum
and Natural Resources, Ports and Shipping and the Sindh
government on the construction of the terminal and submit
a clear report within a week.The committee was holding
discussion on a ‘calling attention’ notice moved by Senators
TajHaider, Sherry Rehman and Karim Ahmed Khawaja
about the construction of the LNG terminal resulting in
obstruction of Bundle Island causing threat to security and
safety of the Island as well as the defence infrastructure in
the area.
The committee expressed concern over conﬂicting
statements about the terminal, saying it required a clear
reply.Representatives of the Ministries of Climate Change,
Defence, Petroleum and Natural Resources informed the
committee that as per their record no such LNG terminal
existed and they were unaware of any NOC issued or under
process for the project by the Port Qasim Authority.
They said till date no such application had been received, if
any request comes, it would be evaluated keeping in view
concerns of the committee and other stakeholders.Among
others, the meeting was attended by Saleem Zia,
SitaraAyazTajHaider and Sherry Rehman, besides senior
ofﬁcials of the Ministries of Climate Change, Defence,
Petroleum and natural Resources.
Fisheries Department Seeks Ban On Boating In
Rawal Lake
Source:Pakistan Observer

26th September 2016
Islamabad—Fisheries Department of the Islamabad Capital
Territory (ICT) has demanded removal of all boats from the
Rawal Lake which were involved in illegal ﬁshing.Talking
to media here on Sunday Deputy Director Fisheries
SadiqBuzdar said that there were over 150 boats in the
lake, most of which were used for illegal ﬁshing at night.He
alleged that the police department was not cooperating
with ﬁsheries department and it did not ﬁle FIRs against
the people who not only indulged in illegal ﬁshing but also
misbehaved with the staff.He said that with the passage of
time population around the lake had increased and more
boats were appearing on surface of the lake.He said if the
illegal ﬁshing being done through the use of boats in the
lake was stopped, the department could earn up to Rs 100
million per year from the license fee.He said despite lack of
staff and required equipment, his department had
conﬁscated 1800 nets used in illegal ﬁshing during past
one year.He said since his joining the duty as deputy
director, the department had earned over Rs 800,000 as
license fee.He said often the ﬁsheries department was
blamed for failure to control illegal ﬁshing but nobody took
notice of its ﬁnancial constraints and shortage of staff and
required equipment.To a question, he said that the two
boats of the department purchased in 1980 were in very
poor condition and only Rs 200,000 per annum were given
for purchase of petrol.He said that he had only eight
watchmen at his disposal who had to work overtime to
patrol the lake.However, he claimed that despite shortage
of staff, his department had been doing its best to control
illegal hunting of ﬁsh.Moreover he demanded for

establishing police check-post near the lake to control the
illegal ﬁshing.Furthermore, he informed that if someone is
caught from the Lake, Secretariat police have to be
approached while if someone is caught from outside the
lake around Bani Gala side, Bani Gala police have to be
contacted.He further said as per Fisheries Ordinance, the
staff was authorized to have weapons for their protection
but due to lack of sufﬁcient funds, they were not provided
the weapons.
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Source:The News
27th September 2016

Fishermen trained by WWF-Pakistan released a
diamondback squid in offshore waters of RasKachari,
about 76 nautical miles west of Karachi, along the
Balochistan coast earlier this week, the wildlife protection
authority announced in a press release issued on Monday.
The giant squid had been entangled in the gillnet of a tuna
ﬁshing vessel skippered by SaeedZaman. The trained
ﬁshermen, after freeing the squid from the net, carefully
released it back into the sea. The squid was measured at 95
cm in length and weighed around 18 kilograms. This is the
second successful release of a giant squid by ﬁshermen this
year. Earlier, in March, a 50 cm long specimen was
released by WWF-Pakistan trained ﬁshermen.
The giant diamondback squid, scientiﬁcally known as
Thysanoteuthis rhombus, is an oceanic species with a
cosmopolitan distribution in warm tropical and subtropical
open waters of the world. It is sometimes found in the
Tsushima, Kuroshio, Agulhas, Brazil Currents and the Gulf
Stream, and is widely distributed in offshore waters of
Pakistan.
This species propels itself slowly by gentle undulation of its
long, broad, diamond-shaped ﬁns. However, it is capable of
a powerful reactive jet of short duration when it faces any
threat. In the Arabian Sea, this species is of rare
occurrence as it feeds on rich and dense concentrations of
mesopelagic ﬁshes (lantern ﬁshes).
After its release, the giant squid released a dark pigment,
which is an escape mechanism of these animals. The ink
creates a dark, diffuse cloud which can obscure the
predator's view, allowing the cephalopod to make a rapid
retreat by jetting away. It is interesting that unlike most
squids and cuttleﬁsh, the ink released by the diamondback
squid is reddish brown in colour.
Seafood Exports Fetch $324mn Revenue Last Year
Source: Business recorder
21stSeptember 2016

ISLAMABAD: The appropriate trainings and guidance of
ﬁshermen on different aspects have resulted increase in
seafood exports revenues which reached US $ 324 million
during 2015-16.The trainings were aimed at reducing postharvest losses on board ﬁshing vessels and were imparted
on hygiene, deckhand, navigational electronic equipment,

HACCP, modern ﬁshing techniques etc.Training of around
2,500 ﬁshermen and ﬁsheries related personnel on
different aspects was arranged to bring high quality
products which fetch higher price in market.
Sources at Commerce Division while enumerating the steps
taken by the government to enhance export of seafood
products on Wednesday said a model shrimp farm in
District Thatta, Sindh has been established by Fisheries
Development Board with funding from Export
Development Fund (EDF) to enhance supply of raw
material for seafood industry in Pakistan.
They said in order to enhance seafood exports and curb
smuggling of seafood to Afghanistan and other countries
from Peshawar, four new development projects are being
implemented.The sources said after a period of about six
years, the European Union (EU) allowed resumption of
export of Fish & Fishery products from Pakistan to EU
countries.It may be recalled that the ﬁsh processing plants
were de-listed by EU. Two ﬁsh processing plants have been
enlisted by EU and case of enlistment of ﬁve more
processing plants is in process with EU.
They said to meet requirement of EU and other importing
countries, two laboratories (i.e. Microbiology & Chemical)
have been accredited from Pakistan National Accreditation
Council.Moreover, the sources said to meet the
requirement of EU and other importing countries, 2,000
ﬁshing boats have been modiﬁed which is a success story
for Pakistan.The other initiative was that pursuant to
requirement of EU and other importing countries, on
Hazard Analysis & Critical Control Points (HACCP),
guidelines have been prepared and distributed to 137 ﬁsh
exporters/processors to ensure quality of seafood.
Gwadar Port To Handle 300-400m-Ton Load Of
Goods Annually: Chinese Report
Source: Pakistan observer
21st September 2016

Islamabad—The Gwadar Port after coming into stream will
start handle the 300-400 million tons of load of goods to
be traded annually playing as a catalyst in stimulating the
economy of country which is slowly growing 2-3.5 per cent
for many years, reveals a Chinese report.The port is
currently handling half a million tons of load that will surge
up to one million next year.According to eminent
economist of the country DrAshfaqueHasan Khan,
Principal and Dean of School of Economics, NUST,
Islamabad while mentioning the salient features of Chinese
report here in a National Conference on CPEC: Marco and
Mirco Economic Dividends held here on Tuesday told that
the Gwadar port will alone on its completion start handling
the 300-400 million tones of load of goods whereas all the
ports of India have the current combined capacity of
handling 500 million tons of goods a year.The CEPEC
project with Gwadar port will handle the big economies of
$4-5 trillion of western part of China, Pakistan’s $300
billion economy along with a bunch of economies of CAS
(Central Asian States) and under this scenario CPEC
corridor will be termed as international economic corridor

meaning by that Pakistan will be part of the international
economic activities. And in case Iran which has manifested
its interest to become part of CPEC even in the presence of
its own Chabahar Port, then this project will become a part
of not only economic integration of regional but
international economies.Khan said that Gwadar port along
with roads network will not only change the face of
Balochistan in particular, but will also bring new wave of
development across the country in general.He said that
there is no doubt that CPEC project carries paramount
importance and it is really beneﬁcial and may change the
face of the country provided Pakistan successfully copes
with the capacity constraints and ensures the transparency
in agreements of all the projects under CPEC
umbrella.According to one estimate, CPEC is expected to
enhance the economic growth at least by two percentage
point by 2020 and an additional 1.5 percentage point by
2030. Higher economic growth will create additional jobs
in the range of 1.5-2 million per annum that will increase
per capita income and tax revenue.Dr Salman Shah, former
ﬁnance minister of Pakistan and Chairman of Pakistan
Centre for Economic Cooperation said the economic
integration of China and Pakistan is the key to make CPEC
a game changer highlighting the grey areas which if get
corrected will make it a success story.Dr Shah said that that
it is an economic imperative for China and Pakistan to
increase and fortify their economic integration as the basis
of increasing their regional economic power and to face the
competition presented by other regional blocs. “Our goal
should be to transform Pakistan’s pivotal geography and its
strategic relationship with China into a sustainable process
of economic integration between the two countries and
leading ultimately to a huge trading bloc encompassing
Africa, Middle East, West Asia, Central Asia, Pakistan,
China and Russia.”Shah said that ZhuRangji, former prime
minister of china and great strategic mind of china laid the
foundation stone of Gwadar along with the then President
of Pakistan General (retired) Pervez Musharraf. “His view
was that every super power has access to the sea on all
sides of its borders like the USA has an east coast and west
coast. For China Pakistan is west coast. “This means
Pakistan economically can be to China what California is to
the USA,” Dr Shah argues.
CPEC, Non-CPEC Projects: Don't Mix Apples And
Oranges, PC Told
Source: Business Recorder
24TH September 2016

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar have reportedly expressed annoyance at the Planning
Commission for clubbing non-CPEC projects with CPEC
projects as such attempts are giving a wrong impression to
the provinces, sources close to Minister for Water and
Power told Business Recorder. At a recent cabinet meeting,
Prime Minister urged the federal government to focus on
projects which are yet to start and directed that forward
planning is required adding that projects in the next phase
were much bigger in size and far more complex for which
greater efforts and resolve were required, the sources
added.

Global Shipbuilding: The Challenge To Remain
‘Active’
Source: Clarksons
18th September 2016
The number of ‘active’ shipyards globally has more than
halved since the start of 2009, falling to around 400
shipyards at the start of September 2016, with rapid growth
in the total followed by steep decline all within the last
decade. In today’s extremely weak contracting
environment, remaining ‘active’ is clearly a difﬁcult
challenge for many shipbuilders. Builders Becoming Less
Active In the analytical framework used here, a yard is
deﬁned as ‘active’ if it has at least one vessel (1,000+ GT)
on order, with ‘inactive’ builders with no orderbook
suggestive of highly vulnerable capacity. Looking back,
global contracting increased dramatically (by 78%) from
2002 to peak in 2007, with the orderbook peaking in 2009.
With capacity expanding to meet this demand, the number
of active yards skyrocketed (see graph), rising 72% from
2005 to a peak of 931 yards in 2009. However, since the
ﬁnancial crisis, the shrinking orderbook has led the
number of active yards to decline. As of start September
2016 there were 402 active yards, down 57% on the 2009
peak.
Hanjin Shipping Bankruptcy Creating Chassis
Problems at LA Ports
Source: Apparel News
15th September 2016
Cargo-container ships owned by bankrupt Hanjin
Shipping have been arriving at the Long Beach/Los Angeles
port complex this week after a U.S. bankruptcy judge
cleared the way for vessels to dock without being seized by
creditors.Importers have been able to retrieve their cargo,
but Hanjin Shipping is not accepting empty cargo
containers or containers ﬁlled with export merchandise. As
a result, there is a glut of empty cargo containers around
the two ports, creating a problem of where to store them. If
they are leased cargo containers, the empty boxes can be
returnedto the leasing company. But if they are Hanjinowned, they are stuck here.Another wrinkle is that many
importers using Hanjin Shipping did not want to pay for
their ocean freight until it actually arrived in Los Angeles.
But now Hanjin Shipping is holding the freight at the ports
until the importers’ checks clear. That is taking about seven
days.Since Hanjin Shipping ﬁled for bankruptcy in South
Korea on Aug. 31, three Hanjin Shipping vessels were
anchored off the coast of Southern California until
everyone ﬁgured out what to do with the ships. They
started docking at the Los Angeles/Long Beach port
complex on Sept. 10 after the ships and their crews were
stuck in a watery parking lot for more than a week.

Royal IHC Completes Cutter Ladder Installation
On Helios
Source: Dredging Today
18th September 2016
Royal IHC in The Netherlands has completed installation
of the cutter ladder on Boskalis’ self-propelled cutter
suction dredger Helios. The cutter ladder – which has a
length of 47m and weighs 1,717,000kg (excluding side
winches) – was built at Royal IHC's shipyard in Sliedrecht.
Helios has an overall length of approximately 152m, a total
installed power of 23,700kW and a pump ashore capacity
of 15,600kW. It is due to be delivered to Boskalis in the
course of 2017.
Port Of Saint John Buys New Sonar Vessel To Map
Ocean Floor
Source: CBC News
18th September 2016
The Port of Saint John has a new vessel which will allow it
to continue mapping the ocean ﬂoor in order to tackle the
tricky task of removing two constant sources of sediment.
The hydrographic survey vessel, named the Tide Line, cost
the port authority $416,000. The 30-foot aluminum boat is
in itself expensive, but the most costly portion is the sonar
equipment. The sonar head alone cost more than
$100,000, which doesn't include the retractable arm it is
mounted on. In order to stay ahead of the natural process,
the port needs its own vessel to map the sea ﬂoor.
Demetriades: LNG To Be The Future Fuel Of
Shipping
Source: Sigma live
16TH September 2016
The Liqueﬁed Natural Gas (LNG) is the fuel of the future
for ships, Transport Minister MariosDemetriades has
stressed. In his address on Friday at the Conference ‘LNG
Fuelling the Future of the Eastern Mediterranean’, that
took place in the coastal town of Limassol, Demetriades
said that “up to recently, reference to LNG for shipping was
only viewed as cargo on ships intended for shore use. Now
we can conﬁdently speak about LNG as the fuel of the
future for ships as well.
Rough Seas Ahead? Some Fear Global Shakeup Of
Shipping Industry
Source: Press Telegram Shipping
16TH September 2016
Frustrated crews stranded on the high seas. Retailers livid
about overdue shipments.Shippers, handlers and others
unsure if they’ll ever get paid and how. Welcome to the
Hanjin Shipping shutdown, sluggishly making its way

through the courts after throwing the international supply
chain into a tailspin. Some experts, many who had long
seen the demise of the world’s seventh-largest container
shipper on the horizon, expect more stormy seas ahead for
the industry.
Daewoo Shipbuilding Unit Wins $120 Mn Deal
From US Shipyard
Source: Cruise News UK
19TH September 2016
Major shipyard Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering Co. (DSME) said Monday that its unit has won
a US$120 million deal from a U.S. shipyard to design two
ships and supply materials.Under the deal with NASSCO, a
unit of General Dynamics, the Daewoo Ship Engineering
Company (DSEC), a wholly owned subsidiary of DSME,
will design two container ships that can also house
automobiles.The vessels, 265 meters long and 35 meters
wide each, will be able to carry 3,250 container boxes and
525 autos.The ships will be delivered starting in the fourth
quarter of 2019, and they will be operated on a Long
Beach-Hawaii
route,
according
to
Daewoo
Shipbuilding.Daewoo Shipbuilding, faced with mounting
losses amid a protracted industry slump, is seeking to sell
its noncore assets and cut its workforce.

helping fuel appetite for infrastructure.
Australian leaders will also hope the deal shows they still
welcome Chinese investment in infrastructure. The federal
government last month blocked the sale of the country’s
biggest power network, Ausgrid, to state-owned State Grid
Corp of China and Hong Kong-listed Cheung Kong
Infrastructure Holdings on security concerns.The price tag
for Port of Melbourne fell short of the country’s largest
privatisation deal on record, the A$10.8 billion sale of
electricity grid company Trans grid to a global consortium
in November 2015, but still ranks among its biggest.
Libya Oil Port Ships First Cargo Since 2014 As
Fighting Ebbs
Source: Bloomberg
21st September 2016

Big Three Shipbuilders Reach 10% Of Their Order
Goals For This Year

A tanker sailed from Libya with a crude cargo bound for
Italy after a halt in ﬁghting between rival armed forces
enabled the OPEC country to resume exports from its
third-largest oil port for the ﬁrst time since 2014.The
Seadelta left the port of RasLanuf overnight Tuesday with
781,000 barrels of crude, Nasser Delaab, petroleum
operations inspector at Harouge Oil Operations, said by
phone. The vessel earlier had to interrupt the loading and
move offshore due to a clash over control of the terminal. A
second tanker, the Syra, began taking on 600,000 barrels
of crude at RasLanuf on Wednesday and was to set sail
after a 10-hour loading, Delaab said.

Source: Ship Position Information
20TH September 2016

South African Ofﬁcials Raid Premises Of Six
Shipping Firms

It was conﬁrmed that South Korea’s three largest
shipbuilders recorded a little more than 10% of their order
goals of this year. With only three months to go until the
end of this year, it seems that it is impossible for them to
achieve their goals set early this year.According to the
shipbuilding industry on September 18, although the local
three major shipbuilders set US$35.8 billion in new orders
as their goals for this year, down 20% from about US$47
billion in the previous year, their new orders were a mere
US$3.4 billion.This year, Hyundai Heavy Industries
(including Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries and Hyundai
Mipo Dockyard), Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering (DSME) and Samsung Heavy Industries
targeted US$ 19.7 billion, US$10.8 billion and US$5.3
billion as their new order ﬁgures, respectively. But DSME
lowered the goal to US$10.8 billion while formulating a
self-rescue plan in June. Subsequently, the drop reduced
the big three’s total order goal to US$31.2 billion. The
achievement rate reached 10.9%.

Source: World Maritime News
29th September 2016

Australia’s Busiest Port Sold For $7.3 Billion
Source: Reuters
19TH September 2016
A consortium of global and domestic funds, backed by
investors including China Investment Corp, agreed to buy
Australia’s busiest port for a higher-than-expected A$9.7
billion ($7.3 billion), a sign that tough equity markets are

The premises of six cargo shipping companies operating in
the Western Cape and Kwazulu-Natal provinces were
raided on September 28, according to the Competition
Commission of South Africa.Namely, the Commission said
it has reasonable grounds to suspect that the shipping
companies Hamburg Süd South Africa, Maersk South
Africa, Safmarine, Mediterranean Shipping Company,
Paciﬁc International Line South Africa and CMA CGM
Shipping Agencies South Africa have engaged “in collusive
practices to, inter alia, ﬁx the incremental rates for the
shipment of cargo from Asia to South Africa in
contravention of the Competition Act.”
Finland Targets Autonomous Shipping By 2025
Source: GCaptain
23rd September 2016
The Finnish government is taking the lead in the
development of autonomous, unmanned ships to ply the
world’s oceans in the not-so-distant future. The Finnish
Funding Agency for Innovation announced this week the
launch of what it is calling a “new business ecosystem”,
which brings together leaders in autonomous technology
and start-ups working in the information, communications
technology (ICT) sector to develop solutions.

Protection Vessels International: Weekly Maritime
Security Report
Source: Protection Vessels
17th September 2016
Protection Vessels International (PVI) is a global leader in
armed maritime security, protecting and defending large
shipping vessels in areas such as the Gulf of Aden, the East
Coast of Africa and the Indian Ocean. It aims to ensure the
safe passage of its clients across these seas where piracy
still exists and maritime terrorism is posing a new threat.
PVI’s parent company, PGI, is a leader in cyber security
solutions as well as providing geopolitical risk consultancy,
corporate intelligence services and an array of security
training.
Kenya And Somalia Are Facing Off In Court Over
An Oil-Rich Triangle Of The Indian Ocean
Source: Quartz Africa
19th September 2016
Kenya and Somalia are in dispute over a potentially
lucrative, triangular stretch of 100,000 square kilometres
of offshore territory believed to contain large oil and gas
deposits. In the latest twist, Somalia has won a hearing on
its case before the International Court of Justice from Sept.
19 to Sept. 23, in accordance with the application ﬁled by
Somalia in August 2014.
Somalia wants the court to demarcate the maritime
boundary, and to determine the exact geographical
coordinates as an extension of its south-eastern land
borders. Kenya, on the other hand, wants the border to run
in parallel along the line of latitude on its eastern border.
Kenya claims it has exercised uncontested jurisdiction in
the sea area since it ﬁrst proclaimed its Exclusive Economic
Zone in 1979. The country has awarded licenses to foreign
companies including Italy’s Eni, France’s Total and the
US’s Anadarko Petroleum to prospect for oil in the
disputed area, a move that has incensed the Somali
government.

technology we produced,” said Ahmet Hamdi Atalay,
Havelsan’s general manager. “We have been encouraging
development programs that will be ﬁt for patent rights. I
predict a visible rise in our patent applications in the near
future.” Havelsan last year invested about $30 million on
its research and development programs.
Tanker Collides With Philippine Navy’s Newest
And Largest Ship
Source: GCaptain
21st September 2016
Authorities in the Philippines are investigating how a
commercial tanker veered off course and collided the
Philippine Navy’s newest and biggest ship. The Philippine
Navy said the tanker MT Tasco struck the side of the
BRP Tarlac Monday night off the coast of Zamboanga City
in the southern Philippines. Reports indicate that the Navy
ship was moored at the time of the collision.
The Tarlac suffered minor damaged to its right forward rail
and a side ramp. The tanker suffered mostly cosmetic
damage to its hull, reports said.
Watch Out, NATO: New Russian Warship Gun
Second to None
Source: Sputniknews
21st September 2016
With a sophisticated gun due to be put into service by the
Russian Navy in the near future, its warships will have an
advantage over NATO vessels, according to the Russian
newspaper Izvestia. The Russian Navy has decided
to equip all of its small missile ships and boats with a
unique high-precision digital 76 mm automatic gun, the
Russian newspaper Izvestia quoted a Russian navy source
as saying. Designed to contain NATO warships equipped
with Italian-made OtoMelara guns, the АК-176МА is
equipped with an all-weather electro-optical system which
shares its characteristics with a sniper riﬂe, according
to the source.

Turkish Havelsan Develops Submarine Systems

China-Built Navy Ship On Maiden Voyage To
Nigeria

Source: Defense News
20th September 2016

Source: The Nation
21st September 2016

Turkish state-controlled military software company
Havelsan has successfully developed four systems for the
country’s submarines, the company has said.
These systems are: Submarine Defence Combat Firing
Control System; Submarine Information Distribution
System; Situational Target Movement Analysis capabilities;
and Online Performance Analysis System. Havelsan has
applied for patent rights for all four systems.
“Unfortunately, our patent applications so far have been
disproportionate with the level of [sub and other]

Nigerian Navy Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV), NNS
UNITY, which was under construction in China has been
completed. It is on its way to join the Nigerian Navy ﬂeet.
At the handing over and departure ceremony in China, the
Chief of Naval Staff, represented by the Chief of Policy and
Plans, Rear Admiral Jacob Ajani, lauded President
Muhammadu Buhari for approving all steps taken towards
the departure of NNS UNITY.He stated that the vessel,
upon joining the ﬂeet, would strengthen the efforts against
all maritime crimes and illegalities in the nation’s

territorial waters and the Gulf of Guinea in general. He also
added that the areas hitherto uncovered by other Navy
ships will now be covered by NNS UNITY, which will no
doubt enhance effectiveness and responsiveness to the
maritime security challenges. NNS UNITY en route Nigeria
will pay ‘port calls’ on some ports of friendly nations before
arriving in Nigeria. This will further boost the existing
cordial relationship with sister navies around the world
and the Gulf of Guinea in particular.
Singapore Navy Warns Of Increased Piracy Threat
Source:Splash24/7
23rd September 2016
The Singapore Navy is warning ship-owners in the region
need to be super aware of a greater piracy threat in the
upcoming few days.The navy’s maritime security
information sharing division, the Information Fusion
Centre (IFC) has just issued an update which reads as
follows: “As the conditions are favourable, IFC assess that
the risks of attacks in South China Sea and Singapore Strait
from 25 Sep to 05 Oct 16 are high. All ships are reminded
to
be
vigilant
and
to
conduct
anti-piracy
measures.”Southeast Asia has become a hotbed of piracy
again this year, but mainly to the north in the Celebes and
Sulu seas to the south of the Philippines, where Islamic
separatists Abu Sayyaff have been taking seafarers hostage
for ransom.
China Nods to Cruise Joint Venture
Source: World Maritime News
23rd September 2016

Chinese central government has granted approval for
a cruise joint venture between Carnival Corporation, China
State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC) and China
Investment Capital Corporation (CIC Capital) to ofﬁcially
incorporate in Hong Kong. This news follows a nonbinding agreement signedbetween the joint venture
partners and a newly formed China-based shipbuilding
joint
venture
between
CSSC
and
Italy-based
FincantieriS.p.A for the construction of two new Vista-class
cruise ships to be built in China, with an option for two
additional ships. The cruise joint venture in China will
operate the new ships as part of their plans to launch the
ﬁrst multi-ship domestic cruise brand in China. The joint
venture in which Carnival Corporation holds a minority
interest is expected to initially launch its new domestic
Chinese cruise brand using ships that are purchased from
Carnival Corporation’s existing ﬂeet and homeported
in China. The joint venture would then add new Chinabuilt cruise ships starting in 2022 to further accelerate
growth in the Chinese cruise market, which is expected to
eventually become the largest cruise market in the world.
Cost Of Canadian Naval Base Upgrade Almost
Doubles – Now $781 Million
Source: Ottawa Citizen
24th September 2016

Canadian Forces Base Esquimalt is getting a major facelift.
New jetties will be built at the west coast base, replacing
those that are there now and which were built more than
70 years ago. The project will remove the existing A and B
jetties and replace them. Initial work has been done and
now a new tender has been issued for the demolition of B
jetty.Once ﬁnished, the new A/B jetties will be able to
simultaneously handle four Halifax-class frigates, two
Arctic Offshore Patrol Ships, the new Joint Support Ship
and one Victoria-class submarine, according to the Royal
Canadian Navy.Work on the project is expected to continue
into the early 2020s. The project was originally announced
in 2013 at a cost of between $430 million and $530
million. That price tag, however, has now increased to $781
million.
Italian Navy Ship Docks In Iran
Source: Ottawa Citizen
24th September 2016

An Italian navy ship has docked in the southern Iranian
port of Bandar Abbas in the ﬁrst ofﬁcial visit by a Western
naval vessel to the country in 15 years.
The Italian Navy said the visit comes as part of the
resumption of "historic and excellent relations" between
the two navies. The Italian Navy said the ship was part of
an EU antipiracy mission and would remain docked in Iran
for three days before returning to Italy.
Iran’s semi-ofﬁcial ISNA news agency said the visit comes
two weeks after an Italian navy delegation visited the
Iranian capital, Tehran. Ties between Iran and Western
countries have improved following last year's nuclear
agreement under which Tehran has signiﬁcantly limited its
nuclear program in exchange for sanctions relief. Italian
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi visited Iran in April
accompanied by a 250-member delegation.
NATO Ships Dock In St. John’s Harbour
Source: VOCM
23rd September 2016

St. John's harbour is alive with activity today as naval
vessels from around the world have docked to take a break.
The at-sea portion of a multinational naval exercise called
Cutlass Fury has concluded. The exercise has a speciﬁc
focus on anti-submarine warfare training, which
Commodore Craig Baines of the Canadian ﬂeet, says is one
of the most difﬁcult sceneries to replicate. The exercise,
which began on September 9, includes the participation of
Canada, the United Kingdom, the United States, France
and Spain. The training prepares each country to work in
cooperation and helps hone real world communication
between nations. In total, the training brings together 11
ships, 3 submarines, and 26 aircraft. There will be no
public tours offered for these NATO ﬂeet ships which
depart St. John's on Monday morning.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (16-30 SPTEMBER 2016)
Date
16-Sep-16
20-Sep-16
21-Sep-16
22-Sep-16
23-Sep-16
24-Sep-16
27-Sep-16
28-Sep-16
29-Sep-16
30-Sep-16

Fortnightly Total

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

103,355

12,322

115677

260,028

14,846

274,874

95,152

17,159

112,311

110,052

11,338

121,390

124,605

13,869

138,474

124,492

16,571

141,063

157,277

59,049

216,326

120,744

25,925

146,669

119,352

26,241

145,593

106,120

31,460

137,580

678400

141016

819416

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (16-30 SPTEMBER 2016)
Date
16-Sep-16
20-Sep-16
21-Sep-16
22-Sep-16
23-Sep-16
28-Sep-16
29-Sep-16
30-Sep-16

Fortnightly Total

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

79841

39729

119,570

66116

2945

69061

144,488

18373

162861

90824

14536

105,360

51023

39662

90685

52,412

27879

80291

101,916

25939

127855

101916

10052

111968

389720

139386

529106

Source: Business Recorder

Asia Fuel Oil-Prices
Arbitrage Flows Likely

Under

Pressure,

More

Source: Reuters
16th September 2016

Fuel oil traders largely saton the sidelines on Thursday
after prices fell and looked likely to come under further
pressure later this month with more arbitrage ﬂows from
the West. Cash prices for 380-cst and 180-cst high sulphur
fuel oil have fallen by 3.5 to 5 percent in the Singapore
market sincelast Thursday, Reuters assessment data
showed.Just two trades were reported in the Platt's window
onThursday compared with 16 bids and offers for 380-cst
high sulphur fuel oil. Traders estimate more than 4 million
tonnes of fuel oil will arrive in Singapore from late
September based on tanker chartering data.
Singapore Central Bank Says Trade Woes Spell
More Uncertainty For Global Economy
Source: Reuters
16th September 2016

Growth in international trade is lagging global income for
the ﬁrst time in decades, spelling more uncertainty for the
world economy, Singapore's central bank chief Ravi Menon
said on Thursday.The WTO forecast in April the global
value of trade in goods would grow by 2.8 percent this year,
less than a previous forecast of 3.9 percent. Trade growth
has averaged 5 percent per year since 1990, but has not
grown by more than 3 percent since 2011.Trade-dependent
Singapore expects its non-oil domestic exports to fall by 3
percent to 4 percent in 2016 from the year before. Menon
said the other worry for Asia is the tepid growth of private
investments in the United States, highlighted by huge cash
piles that are not being invested by companies.

Iran Crude Exports Hit Five-Year High Near PreSanctions Levels: Source
Source: Reuters
17th September 2016

Iran's August crude oil exports jumped 15 percent from
July to more than 2 million barrels per day (bpd),
according to a source with knowledge of its tanker loading
schedule, closing in on Tehran's pre-sanctions shipment
levels of ﬁve years ago.The No. 3 OPEC producer has more
than doubled its crude exports, excluding the ultra light oil
condensate, since December. Economic sanctions targeting
Iran's disputed nuclear program were lifted in January,
and it has been battling since then to regain market share
lost to other Middle East producers over the previous four
years.The strong demand for Iran's crude in Asia and
Europe has enabled it to raise its oil output to just over 3.8
million bpd as of this month, still shy of the 4 million bpd
level Tehran says is a precondition for discussing output
limits with Saudi Arabia and Russia. Members of the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
and Russia are expected to meet during the International
Energy Forum in Algeria over Sept. 26-28 to discuss a
possible output freeze to stabilize oil prices LCOc1 CLc1
that are still down around 60 percent since mid-2014. The
crude exports have climbed from 1.9 million bpd in June
and 1.83 million bpd in July, the schedules showed.Iran's
August exports are the highest since January 2012, boosted
by record purchases from the world's third-largest oil
importer India and a 48 percent jump that brought
European sales to 630,000 bpd, tanker loadings for last
month also showed.
That Sinking Feeling For Hanjin As Falling Freight
Rates Fuel A Global Shipping Crisis

World Seaborne Trade Growth: Striking A Greater
Balance?

Source: The Telegraph
19thnd September 2016

Source: Clarksons
17th September 2016

They just keep slitting each other’s throats with lower
rates,” the ship broker says. His sense of desperation is
common in the industry, but he still asks not to be named.
Tomorrow he will be ﬁxing deals for the same shipowners
who have ﬂooded the market with new vessels in recent
years, driving shipping rates lower as the glut of unused
vessels grows.

Global seaborne trade growth appears to have experienced
mixed fortunes in recent years. In 2015, world seaborne
trade grew 1.9%, to total 10.8bt, following an average
increase of 3.8% per annum between 2011 and 2014, but
current trends indicate that seaborne trade growth could
accelerate in full year 2016. Meanwhile the drivers of
growth appear to have been subject to notable shifts.
Figures show that world seaborne trade grew steadily in
2011-14, largely supported by a rapid rise in dry bulk trade.
Expansion in seaborne dry bulk trade during the period
accounted for 65% of overall global seaborne trade growth
as continued economic development in China bolstered the
country’s dry bulk imports. Meanwhile, container trade

Port Of Los Angeles Enters Sustainability Bond
Market
Source: World Maritime News
19th September 2016

Californian Port of Los Angeles has issued USD 35.2
million in green bonds as part of a larger debt reﬁnancing

completed this week, marking the ﬁrst time a US port has
entered the sustainability bond market.The green bonds
are part of an overall USD 201.6 million bond issue that
will net the port a record present value savings of USD 32.5
million, an average of USD 1.9 million annually through
2040, the port authority said.Dring the process, three
credit rating agencies including Standard & Poor’s (S&P),
Moody’s Investor Services and Fitch Ratings reafﬁrmed the
port’s “AA” and “Aa2” investment rankings, the highest
ratings given to a port without taxing authority.
“This bond offering and the unprecedented savings it yields
speak volumes about the value of this approach,” Marla
Bleavins, the port’s Deputy Executive Director and Chief
Financial Ofﬁcer, said.The port’s green bonds underwent
an independent review to ensure the transaction conforms
to international social and sustainability principles.
Sustainalytics, a sustainability research and analysis ﬁrm,
performed the third-party evaluation. The ﬁrm validated
the integrity of the port’s green bonds for three projects
completed in recent years.The Port of Los Angeles
facilitated USD 270 billion in trade during 2015.
MSC Blocks Hanjin Loan
Source: Shipping Watch
22nd September 2016

Container carrier peer MSC has hindered the largest
shareholder in Hanjin Shipping, Korean Air, from granting
a much-needed loan to the collapsed carrier Hanjin, writes
local media Korea Joongang.
Chinese Ports Suffer From Downturn In Global
Economy
Source: Shipping Watch
22nd September 2016
Chinese ports have less work and are suffering from
factors including a large reduction in container exports out
of China. The ports should not get their hopes up for a
return to the good old days, reports Financial Times.
China Shipbuilders Log 18.7% Rise In New Orders
In First Eight Months
Source: Seatrade Maritime News
22nd September 2016

China’s shipyards saw newbuilding orders raise 18.7% yearon-year in the ﬁrst eight months of this year amidst the
industry slump, according to ﬁgures from China
Association of the National Shipbuilding Industry (Cansi).
New shipbuilding orders were recorded at 17.87m dwt from
January to August this year, an increase of 18.7% compared
to the same period of 2015.In completed tonnage, Chinese
shipbuilders produced 22.15m dwt of vessel capacity in the
ﬁrst eight months of 2016, a decrease of 12.5% compared to
the year-ago level, Cansi data showed.The orderbook as at
end-August 2016 stood at 114.21m dwt, down 15.5% yearon-year and down 7.2% compared to end-2015.

World Shipping Council: VGM Compliance 95pc,
But More Time Needed
Source: Seatrade Maritime News
19th September 2016
HE World Shipping Council, representing 90 per cent of
the world's ocean liner capacity, reports that the rate of
compliance by shippers to UN demands for the veriﬁcation
of the gross mass of their containers and its contents
(VGM) has reached 95 per cent worldwide, according to
Lloyd's Loading List. WSC told the UN's International
Maritime Organisation (IMO) the compliance of its
member companies had steadily increased since the July 1,
but that the three-month period of grace should be
extended beyond October 1. The WSC told an IMO subcommittee that the July 1 entry into force of the
requirements for packed containers to have a VGM as a
condition for loading had occurred "without any
appreciable disruptions to supply chains".WSC said one
continuing challenge was the updating of terminal
operating systems and terminals' ability to communicate
VGM information to maritime carriers, "including
providing ﬁnal load lists.
PSA Imposes $5,000 Refundable Deposit For Each
Hanjin Container
Source: The Straits Times
19th September 2016
Firms with cargo shipped by Hanjin Shipping have to fork
out a refundable deposit of $5,000 for every container they
take delivery of, according to a circular by PSA Corp on
Sept 6.The deposit will be given back when companies
return the same and empty container to PSA's yard.This
comes as Hanjin, the world's seventh-largest shipping line,
ﬁled for receivership last month, leaving more than 100
ships carrying about US$14 billion (S$19.2 billion) worth of
cargo stranded globally.
China's Iron Ore Imports Stay Robust, May Delay
Price Retreat: Russell
Source: Customs Today
20th September 2016

There is an almost universal expectation that iron ore
prices will start to retreat soon, reversing some of the 29
percent surge this year that has seen the steel-making
ingredient become one of the unexpected commodity top
performers. Much of iron ore’s gains in 2016 have been
driven by strong demand from China, with imports up 9.3
percent to 669.65 million tonnes in the ﬁrst eight months
of the year from a year ago. And as yet, there is no sign that
China’s appetite for imported iron ore is waning, with
vessel-tracking and port data suggesting September will be
another strong month for the buyer of about two-thirds of
global seaborne cargoes.Data compiled by Thomson
Reuters Supply Chain and Commodity Forecasts estimates
that 94.4 million tonnes will arrive at Chinese ports by the
end of the month. If the ﬁnal number is close to the

estimate, it would make September’s imports the secondhighest on record and the strongest so far this year.
The United States Is Both A Major Importer And
Exporter Of Motor Gasoline
Source: EIA
20th September 2016

The United States simultaneously imports and exports
gasoline because of regional differences in gasoline supply
and demand balances. The two regions with the
largest supply and demand imbalances are the East Coast,
which imported 581,000 barrels per day (b/d) of gasoline
in 2015, and the Gulf Coast, which exported 551,000 b/d of
gasoline in 2015.Regional supply and demand balances in
these two regions are described in detail in EIA's
recent PADD 1 and PADD 3 Transportation Fuels Markets
report. East Coast (deﬁned as Petroleum Administration
for Defense District, or PADD, 1) reﬁning capacity is below
consumption, and to meet demand gasoline must be
shipped in from other parts of the United States and from
international sources. Reﬁning capacity in the Gulf Coast
(PADD 3), conversely, exceeds demand, allowing the region
to send gasoline elsewhere in the United States and to
export internationally.
Price Drop Forces New Oil Research Centre To
Change Course
Source: Shipping Watch
20th September 2016

The oil price has dropped signiﬁcantly since the former
Maersk Maritime Technology CEO Bo Cerup-Simonsen
was chosen to help boost oil productivity in the North Sea
as Head of the DTU oil research centre. The course of the
efforts has been changed, he tells Shipping Watch.
Big Three Shipbuilders Reach 10% Of Their Order
Goals For This Year
Source: Ship Position Information
20th September 2016

It was conﬁrmed that South Korea’s three largest
shipbuilders recorded a little more than 10% of their order
goals of this year. With only three months to go until the
end of this year, it seems that it is impossible for them to
achieve their goals set early this year.According to the
shipbuilding industry on September 18, although the local
three major shipbuilders set US$35.8 billion in new orders
as their goals for this year, down 20% from about US$47
billion in the previous year, their new orders were a mere
US$3.4 billion.This year, Hyundai Heavy Industries
(including Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries and Hyundai
Mipo Dockyard), Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering (DSME) and Samsung Heavy Industries
targeted US$ 19.7 billion, US$10.8 billion and US$5.3
billion as their new order ﬁgures, respectively. But DSME
lowered the goal to US$10.8 billion while formulating a
self-rescue plan in June. Subsequently, the drop reduced
the big three’s total order goal to US$31.2 billion. The

achievement rate reached 10.9%. The Hyundai Heavy
Industries Group became the only shipbuilder that went
into black in the ﬁrst half of this year among the three. The
shipbuilder set US$19.7 billion as this year’s goal but
booked only US$2.4 billion in new total orders as of the
end of July. The achievement rate was 12.2%. Hyundai
Heavy Industries alone won new orders amounting US$ 2
billion of its targeted US$ 12.7 billion.Three shipbuilders of
the Hyundai Heavy Industries Group received orders to
build 16 vessels in total by the end of July. They include
orders for six tankers, three gas tankers, one bulk freighter
and three carriers for petrochemical products. No offshore
plant was included in the orders.
China Steel Futures Fall On Disappointing Demand
Source: Reuters
21ST September 2016
Chinese steel futures dropped on Wednesday as analysts
said demand had failed to pick up as much as expected in
September, with prices for key ingredient iron ore also
falling. Steel prices had jumped more than 10 percent in
July and August with traders anticipating a strong recovery
in buying in the autumn after the summer slowdown. But
analysts said that appetite in September had not been as
strong as expected.The most-traded rebar on the Shanghai
Futures Exchange had edged down 0.6 percent to 2,249
yuan ($337.11) a tonne by the midday break. Iron ore on
the Dalian Commodity Exchange was trading nearly steady
at 397 yuan a tonne. Iron ore for delivery to China's Tianjin
port .IO62-CNI=SI remained unchanged at $55.30 a tonne
on Tuesday, according to The Steel Index. ($1 = 6.6715
Chinese yuanrenminbi).
Hanjin Gets $54 Million Loan to Unload Stranded
Cargo
Source: Reuters
22nd September 2016
The largest shareholder of Hanjin Shipping Ltd agreed on
Wednesday to lend 60 billion won ($53.96 million) to help
unload cargo that has been stranded since the world's
seventh-largest container carrier collapsed late last month.
Korean Air Lines said it would make the previously pledged
loan using Hanjin's accounts receivable as collateral, even
as media reports said the South Korean court handling
Hanjin's receivership doubted its ability to survive a
restructuring.The airline's loan is in addition to 40 billion
won provided by the Hanjin Group's chairman, but the
total is still short of the 173 billion won Hanjin estimated in
a court submission this month that it needed to unload all
cargo.A rehabilitation plan for Hanjin is "realistically
impossible" if top priority debt such as backlogged charter
fees exceed 1 trillion won, the Seoul Central District Court
said, the Yonhap News Agency reported on
Wednesday.Korean Air Lines did not say when the funds
for unloading would be disbursed. It had announced the
loan earlier this month but had not been able to reach
agreement on collateral. Hanjin must submit a
rehabilitation plan to the court in December.Hanjin has
begun returning chartered vessels to their owners and had

been trying to secure funds to help unload ships. An
estimated $14 billion of cargo was initially trapped on its
ships around the world, creating havoc ahead of the crucial
holiday shopping season.
Russian Overtakes Angola As China's Biggest Oil
Exporter In August
Source: Reuters
22nd September 2016
BEIJING, Sept 22 Russia reclaimed the top spot as China's
largest crude oil exporter in August from Angola, customs
data showed on Wednesday, reﬂecting stockpile building
and increasing demand from independent reﬁners during
the month.Russian imports surged 50.2 percent in August
to 4.64 million tonnes, or 1.09 million barrels per day
(bpd), as demand from independent reﬁneries, also known
as teapots, picked up.Russia was the biggest Chinese
supplier for the ﬁrst time since May after Angola shipped
the most in July. Saudi Arabia has also held the top
spot.For the ﬁrst eight months of the year, Russian imports
have climbed 30 percent higher than last year to 34.14
million tonnes, or 977,330 bpd.Falling domestic oil
production has squeezed commercial inventory, promoting
reﬁners to increase imports in August to reﬁll storage,
according to a research note from BMI research.
Fifty Pct Coal Price Jump No Leap To Competitive
Joy For Asia LNG
Source: Reuters
22nd September 2016
Natural gas producers have long yearned for a price spike
in coal that would allow them to compete in Asian power
generation. Yet even a 50 percent jump in thermal coal
prices this year has not been enough for liqueﬁed natural
gas (LNG) to gain an advantage over its dirtier fossil-fuel
cousin. The use of natural gas - when not supported by
government policies - has typically been hampered in
countries such as China, Indonesia and Vietnam by cheap
coal as they seek the cheapest means possible to energize
their emerging economies.This year, things started to look
different: an ongoing slump in oil and gas coincided with
coal prices surging to nearly $75 per tonne from $49 in
January, leading many to believe there would ﬁnally be a
chance for gas to compete.But even with Goldman Sachs
calling coal one of this year's "hottest commodities", and
LNG prices not that far above a multi-year low of $4 per
million British thermal units (mmBtu) touched in April,
gas has not become competitive.
Asia Tankers-VLCC Rates To Remain Under
Pressure In Oversupplied Market
Source: Hellenics Shipping
24th September 2016
Freight rates for very large crude carriers (VLCCs) are
likely to remain under pressure next week as charterers’
drip-feed cargo in the face of surplus tonnage, shipbrokers
said. “The market is going sideways. Owners are trying to

lift rates but it is very difﬁcult because there are a lot of
discounted vessels available,” a European supertanker
broker said on Friday.These discounted ships include older
vessels, tankers returning to service following dry docking
and new deliveries from shipyards. Operators of these
vessels accept cheaper rates so the ships can gain
immediate employment. “The orderbook for supertankers
is very scary – tanker demand growth will again be at a
slower pace than most anticipate/wish for,” said Peter
Sand, chief shipping analyst at shipping industry lobby
group Bimco.The VLCC ﬂeet will grow by 18.2 percent in
the next three years from 208.5 million deadweight tonnes
(DWT) to 264.4 million DWT by 2019, ﬁgures from
shipping services ﬁrm Clarkson showed.Rates for VLCCs
from West Africa to China were unchanged at around W43
on Thursday, although there was a brief rally earlier this
week. Charter rates for an 80,000-dwt Aframax tanker
from Southeast Asia to East Coast Australia rose to around
W67.50 on Thursday, the highest since Aug. 26, compared
with W60 the same day last week following increased cargo
demand, brokers said.
2016 World Trade To Grow At Slowest Pace Since
Financial crisis
Source: The Economics Times
27th September 2016
World trade will grow at its slowest pace in 2016 since the
ﬁnancial crisis of 2009, the World Trade Organisation said
on Tuesday as it revised downwards the global trade
growth forecast to 1.7% from the earlier 2.8%.
The WTO also revised the forecast for 2017 and now
expects trade to grow between 1.8% and 3.1%, down from
3.6% previously."With expected global GDP growth of 2.2%
in 2016, this year would mark the slowest pace of trade and
output growth since "With expected global GDP growth of
2.2% in 2016, this year would mark the slowest pace of trade
and output growth since the ﬁnancial crisis of 2009," the
organisation said in its latest outlook for global trade.The

contraction, it said, was driven by slowing GDP and trade
growth in developing economies such as China and Brazil
but also in North America, which had the strongest import
growth of any region in 2014-15 but has decelerated since
then.The multilateral organisation notes that even though
certain trade-related indicators such as export orders and
container port throughput improved but the overall
momentum in trade remains weak.
Hanjin Shipping Sinks: The Stifel Logistics
Conﬁdence Index Reaches 12 Months Of Negative
Conﬁdence As A Major Carrier Heads For
Extinction
Source: en.cnss.com.cn
28th September 2016
A weak trend of improvement in the Stifel Logistics
Conﬁdence Index is evident, though the Index is still short
of the neutral 50 point mark. With a fourth consecutive
month on month increase registered in September, the
Index for sea freight has shown that conﬁdence appears to
be creeping back into the industry, despite capacity crisis.

Hanjin Shipping: Impact On Cargo Insurers
Source: DAC Beachcroft
16th September 2016

When the board of Hanjin Shipping voted unanimously to
ﬁle for receivership at the end of August, it precipitated the
largest container line bankruptcy in history. The collapse of
the company is partly due to the pressure on the shipping
industry, which has been unrelenting since the 2008
ﬁnancial crash. Much of this has to do with the increase in
capacity in the industry – vessels built in the 1990s
typically carried around 2,000 TEUs; by 2015 this had
increased to 10,000. As a result, cargo rates have fallen and
show no signs of recovering in the long term (charter rates
for medium sized container ships were US$26,000 a day in
2010, now just $13,000). Any bounce from the Hanjin
effect on supply is likely to be short lived – Hyundai
Merchant is reported to be looking to purchase Hanjin’s
ﬂeet. Hanjin’s demise is also due in part to its own
shrinking share of a contracting market. The company had
5% of the market in 2000, but only 2.9% by the time of its
collapse. The company booked a net loss of ₩473 billion
($428m) in the ﬁrst half of this year Claims against Hanjin
Shipping will be submitted to court between 20 September
and 4 October, and the receiver’s report is scheduled for 11
November 2016. All risks means all risks, and that includes
any fortuity by which the innocent cargo owner ﬁnds
himself deprived of his cargo, or ﬁnds the cargo damaged
or spoiled in the resultant confusion or delay . Unlike hull
policies, insurance on cargo is not typically limited to
named perils.
US Court Tells Bunker Suppliers They Cannot
Arrest Hanjin's Owned or Chartered Vessels
Source: Ship & Bunker
19th September 2016
Suppliers looking to recover outstanding bunker costs from
bankrupt carrier Hanjin have been told by the New Jersey
Bankruptcy Court they cannot arrest any more of its
vessels. Notably, the ruling by Judge John K.
Sherwood protects both owned and chartered Hanjin
vessels
from
arrest.World
Fuel
Services (WFS)
andOceanConnect Marine (OCM), in addition to a number
of tug and other service providers, had asked that the
September 9 decision be reconsidered, but last Thursday
Sherwood rejected that motion and said the operator's
vessels were free to sail.OCM, who has also targeted Hanjin
Montevideo, on September 6 secured the arrest of the
Hanjin-chartered SeaspanEfﬁciency in Savannah, Georgia,
with court records showing it is seeking "at least USD
837,338.76, plus prejudgment interests, costs and other
and further proper relief."The total amount owed to bunker
companies by Hanjin is still not known, with the full list of
creditors not expected to be released until next month.

However, Adrian Tolson, Senior Partner, 20|20 Marine
Energy, has estimated that, based on historical knowledge
and ﬂeet size, the bunker industry is exposed to a possible
immediate ﬁnancial hit exceeding $100 million.
Samsung Heavy Receives No Orders For A Year
Source: The Korea Times
19th September 2016
Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI), one of Korea's top three
shipyards, has not received any orders for nearly a year
since last October, hinting that the nation's shipbuilding
industry may not make a turn for the better any time soon.
An SHI-led consortium with India's state-owned Cochin
Shipyard is negotiating with India's state-run Gas
Authority of India Limited (GAIL) since April to build nine
LNG carriers, but a deal has yet to be concluded. It also has
similar ongoing negotiations with a Chinese ﬁrm, but needs
to come up with results. An ofﬁcial said, however, that
another SHI-led consortium seeking a role in a project to
develop an offshore gas ﬁeld near Mozambique could bring
about a change. Italy's state-run energy company ENI
placed an order for a ﬂoating liqueﬁed natural gas (FLNG)
terminal worth about $5.4 billion, under which SHI is
expected to build half the facility. The consortium also
involves France's Technip and Japan's JGC.
Australia Awards Port Of Melbourne's 50-Year
Lease
Source: World Maritime News
19th September 2016
The commercial operation of Australia’s Port of Melbourne
has been leased for more than AUD 9.7 billion (USD 7.3
billion) to the the Lonsdale Consortium for a term of 50
years. According to the Premier of Victoria Daniel
Andrews, the Consortium, which comprises of
the Queensland Investment Corporation, the Future Fund,
Global Infrastructure Partners and Ontario Municipal
Employees Retirement System, has committed to
signiﬁcant investment that continues to improve the port.
Ten per cent of lease proceeds will be invested in regional
and rural infrastructure projects, totalling more than USD
970 million.
Australia Settles Six Years after Great Barrier Reef
Grounding
Source: Asia one
20th September 2016
Australia on Monday reached a A$39.3 million ($29.66
million) out-of-court settlement with the owners of a
Chinese coal carrier that ran aground in 2010 on the Great
Barrier Reef.The settlement, dismissed by an
environmental group as not enough, is less than a third of

what the Australian government was seeking from the
ship’s owner – Shenzhen Energy Transport Co – for
remediation costs after the 225-metre long ShenNeng 1 ran
aground on the reef’s Douglas Shoal.
Joint Efforts Sink Piracy In The Region
Source: Asiaone
20th September 2016

Concerted effort by Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore to
tackle piracy and robberies in nearby waters saw the
number of incidents nosedive in the ﬁrst six months of the
year. The countries pumped more resources into patrol
activities, and one even zeroed in on prime suspects and
issued them stiff warnings. Their activities pulled the
number of such incidents in the Straits of Singapore and
Malacca down to just one in the ﬁrst six months. This was
after a spike in the numbers last year when it hit 104
incidents, up from the 48 in 2014, according to the
Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and
Armed Robbery against Ships in Asia (ReCAAP)
Information Sharing Centre
Reduced Income And Challenges Ahead For
Marine Cargo Insurance, Says IUMI
Source: All about Shipping
21st September 2016
At yesterday’s IUMI marine insurance conference in
Genova, Cargo Committee chairman Nick Derrick
announced a reduction in global cargo premiums by 9%
from 2014 to 2015, the total premium value being US$15.8
billion. He stated a combination of a strong US dollar and
falling cargo values as the main reasons for the decline.
The UK continued to dominate the marine cargo market
with a 13.3% market share (8.8% at Lloyds and 4.5% at the
International Underwriting Association). China and Japan
retained 9% and 8.7% market volume respectively. Nick
Derrick commented: “The statistics show that marine cargo
insurers are not making any money. World trade values
and exports are down and the slow economic growth has
created difﬁcult market conditions. An increase in
underwriting capacity is also causing concerns.”
Maersk Will Be Split Into Transport And Energy
Source: Shipping Watch
22nd September 2016
SørenSkou has presented his restructuring work. Maersk
will be split into two business units: Transport and Energy.
APM Terminals CEO Kim Fejfer and JakobThomasen of
Maersk Oil will both step down
LNG Industry Eagerly Awaits IMO Decision
Source: Interfax Global Energy
21st September 2016
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) will decide
in October whether to bring forward the implementation

date for stricter sulphur emission limits for the global
shipping industry. The move is eagerly awaited by industry
players as it would spur the use of gas for transport. "If,
next month, the IMO decides to [bring the date forward],
the whole world will have to comply with 0.5% sulphur
emission standards, which will mean that fuel oil will not
be used anywhere anymore," Juan Carbayo, director of
business development and markets regulation at Spanish
oil and gas company Cepsa, told Interfax Natural Gas
Daily on the sidelines of the LNGgc conference in London
on Wednesday.
Norway Sees Sustained Interest In Offshore
Reserves
Source: Interfax Global Energy
21st September 2016
Though slightly less than when compared with last year,
the Norwegian government said it's still seeing interest in
aging oil and gas deposits off its coast. The Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate said it received applications from 33
companies for the rights to work in about 54,000 square
miles of area off the nation's coast.
Hanjin Secures Korean Air Funds As Court Says
Revival At Risk
Source: Bloomberg
21st September 2016
Hanjin Shipping Co., the South Korean container line that
has sought bankruptcy protection, won a temporary
reprieve after its largest shareholder agreed to provide 60
billion won ($54 million) in new loans. Shares surged in
Seoul. The ﬁnancing will be provided immediately, and the
shipping company’s accounts receivable will be used as
collateral, top shareholder Korean Air Lines Co. said after
the carrier’s board approved the funding Wednesday. The
South Korean government had estimated that Hanjin
needed at least 600 billion won to cover unpaid costs such
as fuel and cargo handling.Hanjin’s shares jumped as much
as 30 percent, rebounding from a record low, following the
decision by Korean Air’s board. A court overseeing the
receivership application said stranded vessels of the
container line are taking too long to unload cargo and that
delays could make it impossible to revive the company.
Hanjin’s troubles have roiled the global logistics chain of
companies such as Samsung Electronics Co., Nike Inc. and
Hugo Boss AG.
Global Economy Needs Policy Overhaul To Move
Beyond Sixth Straight Year Of Sluggish Growth
Source: UNCTAD
21st September 2016
The UNCTAD Trade and Development Report, says that
economic slowdown in the advanced economies is the
biggest drag on global growth, and that developing
countries are now caught in the downdraft. In many
developed countries, a stringent ﬁscal stance and at times
outright austerity have led to one of the weakest recoveries

from an economic crisis on record. This has come on top of
a prolonged period of slow wage growth, leading to
insufﬁcient household demand and weak spending on
productive investment.Growth in the United States of
America is expected to slow to 1.6 percent this year, close to
the Eurozone growth rate, while in Japan, growth
continues to stagnate. In the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, revived growth will be cut
short by the decision by the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland to leave the European Union,
or "Brexit", though it is still difﬁcult to predict just how big
the impact will be, and what - if any - will be the wider
contagion effects.
Experts Advocate Harder Stance Against Illegal
Claims In South China Sea
Source: 1913 Intel
23rd September 2016
Three South China Sea and maritime law experts advocated
a tougher stance against illegal Chinese actions, calling for
more freedom of navigation operations, possibly with
regional allies, that are aimed at Chinese territorial claims
that have not previously been challenged.The experts from
the U.S. Naval War College and the Centre for Strategic and
International Studies agreed at a House Armed Services sea
power and projection forces subcommittee hearing
yesterday that adherence to maritime law in the South
China Sea is important not only for regional security but
also for maintaining law of the sea elsewhere on the globe.
New Global Merger On The Cards For CMA CGM
Source: Reuters
21st September 2016
In light of the recent collapse of Hanjin Shipping, French
carrier CMA CGM has announced that it will be eyeing
opportunities for consolidation within the global shipping
industry, according to Reuters. RodolpheSaadé, Vice
Chairman of CMA CGM, said: "With the collapse of Hanjin,
there will be a wave of consolidation in the sector and CMA
CGM is on the lookout for opportunities if they should
arise."We think that small or medium sized operators are
going to go bust or be forced to join large operators like
us.”This news follows previous Q2, 2016 results released by
CMA CGM which stated that it had posted a loss of
US$800 million in comparison to the same period a year
prior. However, the results were shown positively as the
carrier announced its billion-dollar ‘Agility’ programme in
a bid to cut costs.
Saudis Offer Oil Cut For OPEC Deal If Iran Freezes
Output:
Source: CNBC
23rd September 2016
Saudi Arabia has offered to reduce oil production if rival
Iran agrees to cap its own output this year, in a major
compromise ahead of talks in Algeria next week, three
sources familiar with the discussions told Reuters. The

offer, which has yet to be accepted or rejected by Tehran,
was made this month, the sources told Reuters on
condition of anonymity.Riyadh is ready to cut output to
levels seen early this year in exchange for Iran freezing
production at the current level, which is 3.6 million barrels
per day, the sources said."They (the Saudis) are ready for a
cut but Iran has to agree to freeze," one source said.Two
more sources conﬁrmed the offer was presented to Tehran.
The ﬁrst source did not say by how much Riyadh would cut
if Iran agreed to freeze at 3.6 million bpd, which has been
the OPEC nation's output for the past three months.
However, the ﬁrst attempt at a global production pact
collapsed in April when Riyadh insisted Tehran participate.
Iran has said it will not join any such agreement until it
regains market share and boosts output to pre-sanctions
levels of around 4 million bpd. OPEC members will meet
on the sidelines of the International Energy Forum, which
groups producers and consumers, in Algeria from Sept. 2628. Non-OPEC producer Russia is also attending the
forum.
Reduced Income For Marine Cargo Insurers
Source: Heavy Lift
22nd September 2016
The International Union of Maritime Insurers (IUMI) said
that global cargo premiums fell by 9 percent between 2014
and 2015 to USD15.8 billion. IUMI cargo committee
chairman Nick Derrick said a combination of a strong US
dollar and falling cargo values were the main reasons for
the decline. "The statistics show that marine cargo insurers
are not making any money," he stated "World trade values
and exports are down and the slow economic growth has
created difﬁcult market conditions. An increase in
underwriting capacity is also causing concerns." The UK
continued to dominate the marine cargo market with a 13.3
percent market share (8.8 percent at Lloyds and 4.5
percent at the International Underwriting Association).
China and Japan retained 9 percent and 8.7 percent market
volume respectively.
South Korean Court Considering Sale Of Hanjin
Shipping
Source: Bloomberg
28thSeptember 2016

The South Korean court overseeing Hanjin Shipping Co.’s
receivership is considering a sale process for the entire
container line, a month after the debt-laden company’s
ﬁling roiled supply chains worldwide.
The Seoul Central District Court has called for a meeting of
ofﬁcials who are evaluating the container line, Choi Ungyoung, a judge and a spokesman for the court, said in an
interview Wednesday. The court thinks it’s important to
start the process sooner rather than later, but the sale plan
will depend on market conditions, he said.
The smaller Korean competitor, unlike Hanjin, managed to
obtain ﬁnancial help after meeting all requirements set by
creditors.

Maritime Environment
Largest Environmental Monitoring Programme
Ever Undertaken for A New Zealand Dredging
Project Starts in Lyttelton
Source: LPC
16th September 2016

Today Lyttelton Port of Christchurch (LPC) commenced its
baseline water quality monitoring program for its proposed
Channel Deepening Project. This is the start of the largest
environmental monitoring programme ever undertaken for
a dredging project in New Zealand. LPC is proposing to
dredge
the
shipping
channel
in
Lyttelton
Harbour/TeWhakaraupō to deepen it in preparation for the
visits of larger container ships. Before any dredging can
commence LPC must gain resource consent under the
Resource Management Act to carry out the dredging and
disposal. LPC plans to lodge its application later this month
(September) and will request the consent is publicly
notiﬁed.The Company will install 14 real-time water
monitoring buoys throughout Lyttelton Harbour, Port Levy
and offshore marine areas to ensure it has continuous live
information on water quality. These instruments will
collect information over a baseline period, including at
least one year prior to dredging, during the proposed
dredging, and for a period after completion of
dredging.LPC Chief Executive Peter Davie says, “While the
Company is committed to future-prooﬁng the Port to
secure Lyttelton’s future as the South Island’s major
international trade gateway, we will not do this at the
expense of our environmental responsibilities.Parameters
such as water turbidity (water clarity), pH, temperature
and nutrient levels will be constantly measured during the
baseline period. A summary of the data will be sent to a
dedicated website every 15 minutes. The website is
publically accessible 24 hours a day.
Automating Maritime Emissions Compliance
Source: SKF
16thSeptember 2016

Penalties for breaking environmental laws at sea are
becoming tougher as regulatory bodies set new emission
standards for an increasing number of maritime zones. In
order to avoid the heavy ﬁnes that can be imposed, it is
now essential to keep track of environmental emissions
through these zones using purpose-designed monitoring
systems - systems such as SKF's innovative BlueMon,
which fully automates the process.Legal conventions on
pollution (such as MARPOL) are becoming stricter,
covering everything from greenhouse gases and liquid
pollutants to soot and other ﬁne particle emissions.
Consequences of non-compliance range from more
frequent inspections and harsher ﬁnes, to a complete ban
on entering a nation’s ports.One such system is SKF's
BlueMon, however this solution goes one step further by
fully automating the measurement and logging process,

taking into account the ship's location and adjusting
emissions limits compliant with those of the maritime zone
in which the ship is moving. BlueMon senses when a
maritime boundary is being crossed (at which point,
different regulations may apply) alerting the captain if the
current emissions exceed the limits for that zone.
While manual intervention is possible at this point,
BlueMon can independently check the current emission
values provided by onboard sensors. If necessary, to meet
differing emission limits, additional treatment can be
initiated. BlueMon can control, for example, the discharge
of bilge water through the system’s own overboard valve in
accordance to the limits programmed by the crew. The
system will also sound a warning when the ship is
approaching the shore, meaning that it must shift to a
cleaner fuel, for example, or must not discharge bilge water
overboard. BlueMon is of modular design and can be
individually conﬁgured as needed. In its standard form, the
system comprises a central data logger connected to a PC
running a software engine relevant to each of the Annexes
to the MARPOL regulations, which will monitor the
respective emissions. All data is displayed on the BlueMon
Information System for at-a-glance viewing.
Denmark Signs International Convention For
Environmentally-Sound Recycling Of Old Ships
Source: Hellenic shipping news
16th September 2016
Denmark has decided to ratify the Hong Kong Convention
for the safe and environmentally-sound recycling of ships,
the environment minister, EsbenLunde Larsen, has
announced.In the spring of 2017, Denmark will pledge to
follow a set of regulations that aim to ensure old ships,
which are out of operation, “do not pose any unnecessary
risk to human health and safety or to the environment”.
One of the regulations is that ships will be required to carry
an inventory of hazardous materials.One of the regulations
is that ships will be required to carry an inventory of
hazardous
materials.Leading
by
example
“As a responsible country with a responsible shipping
industry, we have to push on and lead by example [to other
countries],” Larsen stated.According to Anne Steffensen,
the CEO of the Danish Shipowners’ Association, about
1,000 old ships are scrapped worldwide every year, of
which 70 percent are dismantled on beaches in India,
where they pose a great environmental risk.“When
Denmark ratiﬁes the convention it will hopefully put
pressure on other countries,” Steffensen told DR.Few have
joinedIn the period from 2009-13, Danish shipping
companies sent 18 ships to breakage yards in India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh.The Hong Kong International
Convention was adopted in May 2009 at a diplomatic
conference attended by delegates from 63 countries.
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Source: International Maritime Organization
23rd September 2016

Three new guides that will support States to effectively
implement IMO-adopted mandatory energy-efﬁciency
measures for shipping have been rolled out during a
training under the Global Environment Facility (GEF)United Nations Development Program (UNDP)International Maritime Organization (IMO) GloMEEP
Project, paving the way for further work in climate change
mitigation by the maritime sector.The GloMEEP training
was held from 12 to 14 September in Batumi, Georgia,
which is one of the Lead Pilot Countries of the Project. The
GloMEEP Project is part of IMO’s continued work to
support developing countries to prevent air pollution and
address greenhouse gas emissions from ships. During the
training, organized in conjunction with the Georgia
International Maritime Forum 2016 (GIMF), 37 national
experts from 10 GloMEEP Lead Pilot Countries (LPCs)
were trained in the use of the new draft guides. Feedback
from the training will enable the draft guides to be ﬁnalised
and made freely available on the GloMEEP website to
member States and other stakeholders.

taking part in the debates is having a negative impact on
decision making.” This is something the sector needs to be
mindful of in order to protect the global maritime
regulatory system provided by IMO.
ABB’s New Azipod XL Shortlisted For Award Only
Weeks After Launch
Source: ABB
21st September 2016

Govt Reaches Settlement After Reef Damage

Strong environmental credentials of new Azipod model
lead to nomination at prestigious cruise awards. The linear
ﬂow Azipod XL has been nominated for a prestigious
award for its fuel saving qualities only weeks after ABB
launched the new model. Its beneﬁts will be considered in
the Environmental Initiative category of the 2016 Seatrade
Cruise Awards. Azipodthrusters have already been credited
with saving the maritime industry 700,000 tonnes of fuel
since the ﬁrst installation 25 years ago and the new model
can improve fuel efﬁciency by a further 5-10 %.
The unique features of Azipod propulsion have helped
revolutionize the cruise industry – the motor is submerged
in a pod outside the hull of the ship meaning that there is
no need for the bulky equipment associated with shaft line
and rudder propulsion systems, freeing up space for more
cabins onboard. The thrusters can also turn 360-degrees,
vastly improving the manoeuvrability of ships and
therefore allowing them to dock in new destinations.

Source: Sky News
19th September 2016

Port Of London Authority Creates Low Emission
Discount For Shipowners

The federal government has reached a $39.3 million out of
court settlement with the owners of a Chinese coal carrier
that ran aground on the Great Barrier Reef in 2010.
Shenzhen Energy Transport Co Ltd and its insurer have for
six years refused to accept responsibility for restitution
after the 225-metre long, fully laden ShenNeng 1 ran
aground 100km east of Rockhampton at Douglas Shoal.
Environment Minister Josh Frydenberg said the $39.3
million would allow the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority to remove toxic anti-fouling paint and rubble and
restore the natural ecological processes of the reef.

Source: World Maritime News
12th September 2016

Establishing A Climate Sensitive International
Freight Sector

The Port of London is set to become the ﬁrst UK port to
recognise ship owners committed to improving their
environmental performance, as part of a wider approach to
reduce the port’s environmental impact. The Port of
London Authority (PLA) is to introduce a discount on port
charges for vessels with lower emissions that meet an
Environmental Shipping Index (ESI) score of 30, or
above.The ESI, developed by the World Ports Climate
Initiative (WPCI), ranks ships’ environmental performance
based on factors including emissions of nitrogen oxide,
sulphur oxide, and carbon dioxide.

Source: OpenPR
22nd September 2016

Agility Joins Maersk Line Carbon Pact Initiative To
Cut CO2 Emissions

LONDON - At the recent International Chamber of
Shipping conference held in London, its chairman,
EsbenPoulsson highlighted concerning trends that the
shipping and maritime sectors need to be aware of. He
recognised there are three major challenges for the
industry to tackle: maintaining the authority of IMO;
addressing the legitimate demand for even greater levels of
environmental protection and making policy makers better
aware of the industry’s existing achievements. He
continued by stating that “the current trend of the EU
Member States’ positions to be co-ordinated by the EU and
given as one response rather than individual members

Source: Maersk
26th September 2016

Agility Logistics, a leading global logistics provider, has
signed an agreement with Maersk Line, to cut CO2
emissions by 15% per container transported for Agility
shipments by 2020. The agreement is part of Maersk’s
Carbon Pact Challenge, an initiative under which Maersk
Line and its key customers work together to drive down
harmful emissions and reduce the environmental impact of
container shipping.

Miscellaneous
France: One Killed In Accident On World's Biggest
Cruise Liner
Source: The Local
16th September 2016

One person has been killed and four others left seriously
injured in Marseille after an accident on board the
Harmony of the Seas, the world's largest cruise liner.
The fatal accident comes just three months after the cruise
liner hit the high seas for its much-hyped inaugural voyage.
The victim was from the Philippines and was aged 42years-old.
The other victims were three Filipinos and an Indian man.
According to the local Provence newspaper the accident
happened when one of the ship's life boats with ﬁve people
on board became detached during a "simple security
exercise" while the ship was in a stopover at the port of
Marseille. The life boat plunged some 10 metres, according
to the JulienRuas, one of the deputy mayors of Marseille
said. It fell from the ﬁfth level on the side of the boat that
was facing the sea, rather than the side that adjacent to the
quay.
Japan, China End Working-Level Maritime Talks
Source: The Indian Awaaz
16th September 2016

Ofﬁcials from Japan and China have ended talks on
bilateral maritime issues. The ofﬁcials wrapped up their
two-day working-level meeting in the Japanese city of
Hiroshima yesterday. They discussed an emergency
communication mechanism to avoid unexpected clashes at
sea or in the air, following a similar debate yesterday.
Sources say the ofﬁcials were proactive in talks covering
issues including the timing for launching the mechanism.
But it is believed that discussions on natural gas
development in the East China Sea made little
progress.Japanese delegates have called on China to
resume bilateral talks on an agreement to jointly develop
gas ﬁelds in the sea. The negotiations have been stalled as
China unilaterally continued development. The Chinese
side opposes details of the joint development agreement.
Iran Rents Out 12 Oil Tankers To Foreign Firms
Source: Mehr News Agency
18th September 2016
Director of National Iranian Tanker Company (NITC) Ali
Akbar Safaei said Iran has so far leased 12 oil tankers to
foreign companies. Safaei noted that the quantity of
Iranian oil tankers has ramped up since beginning of the
Islamic Revolution with the current ﬁgure being 69 tankers
and a capacity beyond 15.5 million tons.Having turned into
the world’s largest oil shipping company, NITC now enjoys

operation back in 1955 with a 35-thousand-ton tanker
while it pursued a developmental trend later on after taking
corresponding measures.
He added that the impetus for creating an independent
ﬂeet to enter international markets emerged at the time of
economic crisis during nationalization of oil industry and
sanctions on Iranian oil by colonial governments
U.S. Navy’s New High Tech Destroyer Suffers
‘Engineering Casualty’
Source: Captain
21st September 2016

The U.S. Navy’s new high tech destroyer has been sidelined
for repairs after suffering a seawater leak in its propulsion
system less than a month before its expected
commissioning.The U.S. Navy conﬁrmed via a statement
to USNI News that the future USS Zumwalt, the largest and
most technologically advanced destroyer ever built for the
Navy, suffered the engineering casualty that could take up
to two weeks to repair.The fault was discovered during at
sea testing on September 19.“The crew discovered the
casualty after detecting a seawater leak in the propulsion
motor drive lube oil auxiliary system for one of the ship’s
shafts,” U.S. Naval Surface Forces said in a statement to
USNI News. “The built-in redundancy of the ship’s
propulsion plant allows this ﬁrst-in-class ship to operate
with multiple engine conﬁgurations. However, it was
determined that the repairs should be completed in port
prior to the ship transiting to sea.”
World’s Biggest Ship Lift Opens In China
Source: Captain
21st September 2016

Ofﬁcials in China have began testing the world’s largest
ship lift at the massive Three Gorges Dam in Central China.
The shiplift can lift vessels up to 3,000 tons across a
vertical distance of 113 meters from the reservoir to the
river below. The ship chamber itself has a pool of water
120-meters long by 18-meters wide and 3.5-meters deep.
The lift was built to accommodate mostly small and
medium-sized vessels, as larger ships use the dam’s
adjacent ﬁve-tiered lock system to navigate the waterway.
In addition to boosting capacity, the new lift is also
expected to reduce transit time for most vessels from
several hours to less than one hour.
UK Government Praises London International
Shipping Week
Source: Society of Maritime Industries
22nd September 2016
The UK Government has expressed its support for the biannual London International Shipping Week. In his speech

titled ‘Maritime critical to UK’s future success’ at the UK
Chamber of Shipping’s Inaugural Summit this week, Lord
Ahmad of Wimbledon, Parliamentary Under-Secretary,
Department for Transport, spoke about the event with
enthusiasm.After setting out the Government’s aspirations
to meet the challenges and to make a success of the
opportunities ahead, Lord Ahmad encouraged the audience
to seize the opportunity that LISW17 presents and to help
make it the best event yet.LISW17 is a ‘must attend’ event
in the global maritime calendar with up to 160 industry
functions and unique networking opportunities predicted
for the week in 2017 for leaders across all sectors.
Scheduled for 11-15 September 2017, the week will
culminate in the prestigious LISW17 Conference and Gala
Dinner which will attract in excess of 1,000 guests.
(LEAD) Park Meets With IMO Chief
Source: YONAHAP Agency
23rdSeptember 2016

President Park Geun-hye on Friday met with Lim Ki-tack,
the South Korean chief of a U.N. maritime body, to discuss
ways to strengthen bilateral cooperation on an array of
issues, including North Korea's provocations that
destabilize maritime security. During her meeting with
Lim, the secretary-general of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO), Park was expected to highlight that
Pyongyang's unannounced launch of missiles and its
disruptions of Global Positioning System signals would
seriously undermine the safety of ships, her aides said. In
this regard, she would stress the need for the IMO to
constantly send strong messages against the communist
state's missile provocations, they said. After their talks,
South Korea's Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries and the
IMO signed a memorandum of understanding on a special
trust fund to push for Lim's project, called "Voyage
Together." Lim unveiled the project during his election
campaign last year. It aims to ensure safe and secure
maritime navigation, curtail the shipping industry's carbon
emissions and enhance efﬁciency in IMO operations.Lim, a
former head of South Korea's local port operator, was
elected the 9th IMO secretary-general in June last year. He
replaced his predecessor Koji Sekimizu and was
inaugurated on Jan. 1.The IMO is the leading global
authority on safety, security and environmental issues in
the international shipping industry. South Korea joined the
organization in 1962.
Danish Bunker Supplier Found Guilty of $3.6
million Fraud
Source: Ship & Bunker
22nd September 2016

The Court of Kolding today has found a Danish Bunker
Company guilty of a DKK24 million ($3.6 million) fraud
against one of its customers. A press release issued by the
court stated the company has been ﬁned DKK10
million ($1.5 million) as a result.
Two company executives also stood trial; one was handed a
prison sentence of 3 years and 6 months, and stripped of
the right to lead a company in Denmark or abroad, or deal

in oil trading, for a period of ﬁve years. The other executive
was acquitted. The name of the company, and the
executives involved, are protected by court-ordered
anonymity.
Hanjin's Customers Withhold USD 80 Million In
Payments
Source: Shipping watch
26TH September 2016

The recipients of Hanjin Shipping's containers owe the
struggling South Korean carrier USD 80 million in unpaid
bills, and Hanjin is thus not the only "bad guy" in the
current situation, says a lawyer for the carrier according to
Reuters.
Brazil's Former Finance Minister Arrested In Graft
Probe
Source: Reuters.
26TH September 2016

Brazilian police on Monday arrested Antonio Palocci, a
powerful former ﬁnance minister and presidential chief of
staff in recent Workers Party (PT) governments, as a
sweeping anti-corruption probe hit even harder at the leftleaning party. Prosecutors said at a news conference that
Palocci acted as a liaison between the PT and Brazil's
largest engineering and construction conglomerate,
Odebrecht SA [ODBES.UL], from 2006 to 2013 in a
kickback scheme centered on contracts at state-led oil
company PetroleoBrasileiro SA, or Petrobras.
Second Ferry Service Between Oman And Iran Set
To Be Launched
Source: Times of Oman
26TH September 2016

National Ferries Company (NFC) will start operating from
today its second regional service to Iran. The service will
run from Khasab Port in Governorate of Musandam to
Bahonar Port in Iran’s Bandar Abbas.This trip by the ferry
“Hormuz” will take two hours. NFC will operate four
weekly journeys on the new route.The launch the NFC
second regional destination to Bahonar Port after Qeshm
Island route, which was launched last July, completes
NFC’s project and vision represented in provision of
advanced marine transport services for passengers, goods
and vehicles between local and regional ports to enhance
communication and integrity in various economic, tourist
and investment ﬁelds between the two countries.
The launching ceremony will be attended by Dr. Ali bin
Mas’oud Al Sunaidy, Minister of Commerce and Industry,
Head of the Omani side in the Omani-Iranian Joint
Committee, Omani businessmen and representatives of
travel and tourism companies from the Sultanate of Oman.

